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The Wave
Duo Captures McGill’s First Ever CIS Gold
MURC Women’s Lightweight 4 Win Bronze
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McGill oarsmen Jonathan Rinaldi
of Montreal and sophomore
Renaud Garon-Gendron of
Boucherville, Que., teamed up for
an unexpected victory in the men's
lightweight double at the
Canadian University Rowing
Association championships, held
at the Olympic rowing basin at Ile
Notre-Dame to cap oﬀ the 2009
season.
It marked the firstgold medal
performance for the McGill crew
at these championships, which
have been held every fall since
1981. The duo completed the twokilometre race in 7:00.6 , crossing

the finish line exactly two seconds
faster than the next opponent.
McGill placed sixth of 25 schools
overall on the men's side but failed
to reach the top six in the
women's division, despite
capturing bronze in the
lightweight four.
At the conclusion of the
competition, Dr. Philip Hedrei,
McGill's 33-year-old head coach
from the Town of Mt. Royal, Que.,
received the CURA President's
Award, presented annually to a
person deemed to have
contributed significantly towards
the development of rowing.
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Despite weather complications,
the event was a huge success. The
MURC would like to thank all
those who contributed the time
and resources which made this
event possible.
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PRESIDENT’S ADDRESS
Dear Alumni,
After a successful 2009 season, I
am very excited about the
upcoming year for McGill Crew.
As I think back on my rowing
career at McGill, I can only recall
fond memories. We were often put
through miserable conditions: the
early, cold, dark (and sometimes
rainy) mornings to test our
physical and mental limits – not
what most people consider a
pleasant experience. But I realize
it’s the challenges that made us
special – not everyone can do what
we do. I take pride in that, and I
believe it’s what makes rowers
really close friends. The bonds I
developed with my crewmates are
what I cherish the most, along
with all the crazy stories that we
can laugh about now.
Of course, there are other social
activities that I won’t ever forget,
like the Mont Tremblant retreat
(where 43 rowers were in
attendance!), which provided an
excellent chance for the novices
and varsities to actually get to
know one another and integrate
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the team. Thinking of all the good
memories I have with
McGill Crew thus far, I am hoping
not only to create such
opportunities for new athletes, but
to enhance them through more
crew activities and to facilitate
athlete development.

There are new sets of challenges
ahead of us, in particular the
budget cuts to University funding,
that we must overcome in order to
be successful. There’s much work
to be done, and any help along the
way that our alumni can provide is
greatly appreciated. I wish that
somehow we can keep crew fees
the same this year so that we can
continue attracting more people
to this sport.
Thank you for your continued
interest in and support of McGill
Crew. If you get a chance, please
come cheer on our members this
year. You can also keep up with
what’s going on with the team
through our website:
www.mcgillcrew.com.

All the best,
Michael Ross
We recently completed renovating
the erg room, purchased a few new
boats, and are looking ahead to
more improvements. With several
athletes once again being invited
to the National Team’s training
camp, McGill Crew is striving to
create opportunities for highperforming athletes to excel.

2010 MCGILL ROWING SEASON
Training Camp
Montreal; August 22-28
Head of the Rideau
Ottawa, Ontario; September 26
Head of the Trent
Peterborough, Ontario; October 2
Brock University Invitational
St. Catharines, Ontario; October 16

Head of the Charles
Boston, Massachusetts; October 23-24
OUA Championships
We$and, Ontario; October 30
CURCs
Victoria, British Columbia; November 6-7
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NOVICE WOMEN’S SEASON
We were told early in tryouts that it would be
a steep learning curve. It certainly has been. Learning
to row is not just learning a technique, it is learning a
new way of seeing things. Pre-rowing, the term “Let
it Run” would have been synonymous with going, not
stopping. Pre-rowing, I considered myself of above
average height. Pre-rowing, I thought 5 am was the
middle of the night. Pre-rowing, being 10 to 15
minutes late was OK. Pre-rowing, I thought that
men in spandex only did gymnastics or ballet. Prerowing, it seems, was a diﬀerent era.
As I am on exchange, my experience may
have been a little diﬀerent. But I know that I speak
on behalf of the Novice Women of 2009 (that sounds
oﬃcial!) when I say that it really has been a great
experience, whatever the highlights.
This year the Novice Women really did rule
the school with a whopping three eights and Katie,
our star coxswain. As most of us took the Metro in
the mornings we quickly developed a special form of
camaraderie marked by sleepy nods, intense “are you
ready to run?” looks and a silent mutual agreement
that no one would jog particularly fast from the Jean
Drapeau Metro station to the basin so as not to
make anybody look bad.
Mel’s boat were the first to race. They went
to Head of the Rideau and performed, with an
impressive fourth place, while the rest of us were left
behind, admittedly a little jealous. Our (Christian’s)
boat and Jordan’s boat went to Head of the Trent
without them. Though we missed them terribly, the
double bus seats were kind of sweet. Unfortunately, a
shockingly timed lightning storm meant that we
didn’t get to race. Very disappointing and it would
never have happened in Australia (just had to put
that in there). So our first race was Brock, though
not for Mel’s seasoned lot. It was such a great feeling
to finally get our boat on a river and race. We came a
heart wrenching second to the Western boat by 0.19

of a second. Mel’s and Jordan’s boats also raced well
coming in ninth and eleventh respectively. It was nice
to be together as a group at a regatta for the first
time.

Two weeks of “we can’t believe we lost by
that little” intense training followed, as you can
imagine. The weather conditions at OUAs were
pretty horrendous but all the crews performed well
in their heats. Our boat won our heat to go through
to the finals in which we came fourth after some
initial mishaps from which we recovered. I was so
proud to be part of a crew that could just pull
together like we did.
I’d like to extend a huge thank-you to the
Novice Women’s coaches, Christian, Mel and Jordan.
I was thinking back to those initial days in the tank
and our first erg tests and comparing that to how we
rowed in our final races and what the girls are doing
now in winter training. You guys have done an
amazing job. And as I said earlier, it’s not just about
the technique. You didn’t just teach us how to row,
you taught us how to be rowers.
Monica McGauran

NOVICE MEN’S SEASON
As novices, our first taste of rowing was the oﬀ-water tryouts. We ran stairs, “erged,” and did every
other type of workout that Shane and Adrian could come up with. In the beginning our bodies weren’t
really ready to put out the level of eﬀort that these guys demanded, but we did adapt, and by the time we
had our first two kilometer test, we definitely were feeling better about this whole rowing thing. Not
everyone stayed with it though, and even with the incredible showing at the first meeting, there were only
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enough bodies for an eight and a four.
By the end of tryouts, we had also
learned that the term “ladies” more
commonly refers to the novice men
than the novice women.
Once on the water, we were
immediately instructed that we had
not “earned the right to feather.”
Looking back, I can only imagine how
many crabs we would have caught if
we were permitted to feather. So
every morning we would arrive at the
basin eager to bleed from some part
of the hand area in order to earn that
right to feather (some more eager
than others). We would pitch and roll up and down
that 2K course on the square for at least another
week and a half. Then finally, we learned how to
feather. Ironically, many people disliked feathering
and all its complexities, but decided not to test
Shane or Adrian’s patience and followed orders.

Less than one month after starting tryouts,
we were in our first competition: the Head of the
Rideau. That first race really was a turning point for
us novices. Coming oﬀ the water, we knew how
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much the training had paid oﬀ, and the
eight was rewarded with a first-place
finish, with the four having a great
showing as well.
After another hard week of training, we
were ready for our second competition:
the Head of the Trent. Both boats were
really excited to get out on the water,
but just after launching were quickly
called back as wind, rain, and lightning
came into the area. Unfortunately, no
novice boat competed at the Trent, since
!
it would have been far too dangerous.
While we were disappointed we could
understand why, since the weather would have not
made racing a very fun or safe experience. That long
bus ride back to Montreal seemed even longer.
Neither boat fared quite as well in either the Brock
Invitational or the OUAs. At the Brock
Invitational, in incredibly calm weather, the eight
really fell apart, and came in a disappointing sixthth
place. A week later, on the bus ride out to OUAs,
Shane provided the list of animal spirits, as he
always does (left). At OUAs, the race for “all the
marbles,” neither boat ended up qualifying for the
final. Both boats did come oﬀ the water with no
regrets, having simply been beaten fair and square.
Maybe the Queen’s-McGill boat race will be the
venue for our second and final win of the year.
Overall, it was a season filled with ups and downs,
and a season that could have ended with better
results, but it was an awful lot of fun. I know that
many individuals (myself included) can’t wait for
next fall, where we will vie for a spot on Varsity or
JV.
Patrick Dibb

VARSITY WOMEN’S SEASON
Ashleigh Teitel, a former crew member at
Maritime College, put it best when she explained:
“Marathon runners talk about hitting ‘the wall’ at
the twenty-third mile of the race. What rowers
confront isn’t a wall; it’s a hole-an abyss of pain,
which opens up in the second minute of the race.”
I came to the realization soon after beginning my
novice season in 2008-09 that this ‘hole’ was not
something that was going to eventually dissipate
with improvement. In fact, most would say the so-
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called ‘hole’ expands and worsens with time. I learned
early on in my rowing career that the 500-metre mark
was where this pain would really begin each race, and
the mental struggle that would ensue for the next
1,500 metres would never be bypassed. However, I
also learned that it would never be an option to
succumb to the temptation of taking a few strokes oﬀ
here or there, because it is a given that your
teammates are feeling the same pain, yet still pulling
their hardest.
As a returning member of the McGill Crew
Team for the 2009-10 season, I knew that nothing
about the ‘hole’ would change, as my strokes had only
recently begun to become eﬃcient and, in turn, ever
more exhausting. I was apprehensive about my
chances at making a varsity boat, however, after
struggles involving equipment, seat racing, lineups,
and available coxswains, I found myself in the
Heavyweight 8 and 4. I
was inexperienced and
to be honest, quite
intimidated. Little
time was left to fret,
because when things
were settled, we found
ourselves only three
days away from our
opening regatta, the
Head of the Rideau.
It was here
that it became very
apparent to me what
the diﬀerences
between Novice and
Varsity Crews would
really mean to me as
an athlete. Novice and
Varsity are two very diﬀerent worlds. Firstly, I had
graduated from gargantuan wooden boats, one of
which we aﬀectionately referred to as the “Mr.
Squeaker,” to sleek refitted Vespolis (thanks to
relentless fundraising and some generous donations).
Additionally, I had the privilege of occasionally using
a new set of blades that were seemingly weightless
when compared to the aging wooden sets of regattas
past.
The new equipment was a much-needed
breath of fresh air, however it was not long before I
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was confronted with the reality of Varsity
competition: it is a heck of a lot tougher.
During the 3.5 kilometers of my first regatta as
a Varsity Crew member, Head of the Rideau, the
definition of Varsity Competition was made very clear
to me. My Novice season, similar to those
experienced by new athletes nearly every year, had
been full of good results. We were confident, even
though unbeknownst to us, our rowing left much to
be desired. Now, as a Varsity, the training was to be
more intense, the crews would be more experienced,
and in turn, other crews would undeniably have
extensive experience as well. This meant grueling
races, many of which we would not place as highly in
as we had during our Novice year. It would take a lot
more to win a race as a Varsity athlete. The
competition had suddenly become bigger, stronger,
and smarter. There was no way to get around it:
gaining experience
would be the only
way to level the
playing field.
By the end of
the 2009-10 season,
I had come to the
realization that
although I had made
improvements along
the steep learning
curve transitioning
from Novice to
Varsity, there were
exponentially more
that would have to
be made in
anticipation of the
coming Fall Season.
To be able to make great strides in the direction of
being able to compete with the best Varsity Crews, a
lot of hard work needs to be done, which would be
impossible without the support that not only our
Coaching Staﬀ, but our Alumni provide. Overall, the
McGill Crew experience has been an intense,
interesting and rewarding one, and with continued
Alumni involvement and support, it will be one that
can be oﬀered to students for many years to come.
-Natalie Lister
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VARSITY MEN’S SEASON
When my friends ask me – and they ask frequently – how I wake up so early to row every morning, I
respond tepidly, “Oh, you get used to it.” Occasionally I’m bolder. I assert, “It’s not so bad, actually.” When
you catch yourself telling a tired joke, you’ve realized it isn’t funny. Likewise, I’ve caught myself recently; I’ve
realized my reply is not quite on the mark. You don’t exactly get used to waking up early. Mostly, you just get
used to the feeling. Here are the very first moments of a given fall morning:
I come to unimpressed. My alarm hasn’t even
startled me. Somehow, I saw it coming. Clumsily, I
hunt for my buzzing phone, grab it upside down,
and go for the mute button. It’s not there…(I am
holding it upside down after all). I panic.
Fortunately, button mashing is an eﬀective tactic
here, and soon… silence! Yes! My head crashes into
my pillow and for a moment I’m drifting away. But,
the relief is short-lived. I know better. I struggle
with my conscience. I just want to sleep! Ah! With a
sigh, I roll over, and defeated, I push oﬀ my sheets
and swing my feet to the floor. I question whether
the time I get up actually qualifies as morning. It’s
still dark. I’ve probably been out drinking later than
this. Whatever. It’s semantics. It doesn’t matter.
Think positive. Okay…well, I don’t have much sleep, but I do have the satisfaction of knowing that if
zombies have enslaved the earth overnight, they’ll undoubtedly mistake me for one of their own. It’s true –
when you feel miserable, you look miserable. I feel miserable.
In the spirit of fairness, I’ll admit that probably everyone is familiar with this struggle to get up to an
alarm. I’d argue that my teammates and I are a little more familiar, however. Also, I’ll concede that a soulless
corpse is probably an unfair comparison for most of the crew most mornings. Still, a few too many hours in
the books, a restless night, and the thin dinner portions of a lightweight rower catch up to you in a
hauntingly observable way. We’ve all been there, though some more than others. Remarkably, perky or
pooped, the whole crew makes it down to the basin every morning.
On my way down, I rely heavily on routine. I eat
the same bowl of Cheerios with yogurt, sliced
apple, and raisins. I plod into the basement and
into my car to pick up the same passengers along
an identical route. I tend to change my salutation
as Mike or Trish hop in, but they’re all drawn from
a sparsely filled repertoire of good-mornings, and
most of what I say comes out heavily muﬄed
anyway. Only the weather and my outfit are really
any diﬀerent, and of course, what I wear is
conditional on how ill-natured the weather
happens to be. All the same, I can confidently
predict that like a melting igloo, it will be
unaccommodatingly cold and unreasonably damp.
Also, I’m quite sure I’ll be looking pretty ridiculous.
Over the years, I have worn various club colours and have acquired an impressive collection of
training clothes. My dresser, in the second drawer from the bottom, holds a tangle of blue, green, red, white,
and black spandex. On a typical fall morning, I throw on a couple of long-sleeves, a pair of leggings, and a
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uni. As the temperature drops towards the end of the season, I add a crew jacket and a toque to my getup.
Still, whatever the weather, I expect to be less than comfortable. Before I hit the water, you can usually find
me cursing and shivering in a particularly uncoordinated outfit, my hands tucked away in my leggings while I
urgently dance around in small circles like Peter Pan looking for a lost toilet. I would think happy thoughts,
but I can scarcely remember breakfast.
Really, though, I’m not that scornful of the weather. Often, it’s actually quite good to us, and even at
its foulest, it seldom ruins practice. We’re out on the water rain or shine. Bad weather is simply inescapable.
Rain stings. The cold is raw. It’s miserable, but nothing to get upset about. We sort of just roll with it, all the
while trying to keep our socks dry. I’m sure it’s always funny to watch me in the rain, as I awkwardly step
into the boat halfway out of my shoes, sit down with a foot still on the dock, and then quite unsuccessfully
try to kick the shoes oﬀ my feet. Yeah, dry socks are a nice, but an often illusive touch. Ultimately, though,
somewhere along the first four-kilometer trip
around the basin, I always wake up, loosen up, and
tune-in to the feeling. It’s the same trite story you’d
hear from any of us, but I’m going to do it anyway!
We connect smoothly, but firmly, into the catch
and the boat accelerates through the drive. Our
blades step out and the boat surges. Water rushes
under the hull as Nicole’s voice coolly projects over
a slight crackle from the speakers. I’m spent, but
pulling hard just feels right. Still sometimes it’s all
wrong, and I’m incredibly frustrated. Most
mornings, though, we all come oﬀ the water
enlivened.
I’d say waking up early never feels any better.
Instead, it gets easier because you get used to
feeling really exhausted. Nonetheless, I think I’m partly right in saying that it’s not so bad. After all, we
wouldn’t adapt if it had no benefit. Let’s face it; I wouldn’t be waking up if it weren’t worth it. Some
awesome friends and some wild weather are all part of the deal, and, yeah, OUA gold is a nice perk for all the
hard work. I really do like winning.
Brent Hopkins
HEAD COACH’S REPORT
The fall of 2009 will be remembered as a
landmark season for McGill Crew. In August, I
knew the season would be a busy one, between
McGill hosting CURCs, my taking over the Head
Coach’s role while already President of the MURC,
and the team acquiring new boats and oars.
However, knowing the calibre of athletes we had,
particularly in our lightweight men’s program, the
entire coaching staﬀ was excited about the
prospect of winning some medals. It began at the
Brock Invite when our lightweight men’s crew won
gold, the first time in over 10 years McGill won a
medal at this regatta. The following weekend, our
Varsity Heavyweight Men’s Four stunned the

rowing community with a gold medal in the Club
Four category. At OUAs, our lightweight men’s eight
captured the championship gold medal, while the JV
women’s four took bronze. I was humbled to have
been named OUA men’s coach of the year, and this
will always serve as a testament to the hard work of
our athletes and coaching staﬀ.
CURCs proved to be a challenge. especially
when we had to cancel Saturday’s events because of
strong winds. Thanks to the eﬀorts of our volunteers,
coordinated by the MURC executive, we were able to
run all the time trials the following day. McGill
athletes Renaud Garon-Gendron and Jon Rinaldi took
home gold in the men’s lightweight double and the
McGill lightweight women, coached by Jeanne
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Harfield, won Bronze. The MURC ran a successful
event and the 300 athletes from 20 participating
universities still remember CURCs

2009 as one of the best-organized events to date.
Looking ahead to the coming season and
beyond, we have several strong returning athletes
who will hopefully lead the team to some solid
results. By the time you read this, I hope all
prospective varsity athletes will have rowed
competitively over the summer and met a
minimum erg standard to qualify for the top varsity
crews. We continue to work closely with the
Montreal Rowing Club to provide opportunities
for competitive rowing in the summer.
SUMMER, 2010
MURC kicked oﬀ the
summer with a strong showing at
the annual McGill-Queens
Challenge Boatrace held on the
Lachine Canal on May 1st. Both
the varsity men’s 8 and novice
women’s 8 were victorious in the
2.8km and sprint races. As a result,
the two teams tied in points,
forcing a tie-breaking decision
based on time.
Unfortunately, the Queens crew
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I look forward to the challenges of running a
competitive program while making the most of our
aging equipment and lack of funding. The acquisition
of two eights and two fours this year (one of which is
the retrofitted Mike Lizee) plus two new sets of oars
has helped tremendously, but the program desperately
needs new equipment, particularly small boats (4+,
2x). In 2010 our Athletics budget has been cut by
$15,000, part of a broad series of budget cuts to all
Level 2 sports teams at McGill. Though this is a 50%
budget cut, many other Level 2 teams saw their
funding disappear completely, and one team was
“demoted” to club. Thankfully, we were spared a
complete cut in funding, and also our varsity roster
has been expanded. As of this fall, all varsity athletes
competing at OUAs are considered “varsity” in the
eyes of McGill Athletics. In the past, only a men’s and
women’s 8 were given varsity recognition. So we are
making some important progress! Needless to say,
your alumni donations help tremendously in the
purchase of new equipment, for which the athletes
are extremely grateful. McGill Crew would not be
able to achieve these results without your generous
assistance.
Philip Hedrei, MDCM ’00

came out on top to capture the
Lorne Gales Challenge Cup,
finishing a mere 1 second ahead of
McGill after the men’s and
women’s varsity times were
combined. A huge thank you to
the Lachine Canal committee and
all of the volunteers who made the
event a success.
Bringing the summer
competition to a close, McGill
rowers found the podium at the
prestigious 128th Royal Canadian
Henley Regatta held in St.
Catherines Ontario. From August
1-8th several MURC members
competed as part of the Montreal
Rowing Association.
Amongst them, Iris Karry and
Jenn Allan competed in the
women’s pair, striking silver on the

first day of competition. In
addition, Bridget Schrempf,
Megan Lydon, and Patricia
Latendresse (coxswain) captured
gold as part of the flyweight
women’s 4 (below). Both medal
finishes were outstanding
considering the level of
competition, a standard of
performance the entire crew
intends to carry forward into the
2010/2011 season.
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